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p r o f e 5 5 i o n a I �

Manuf.\c(uri!d m·house to "".cema tolerances. ATC', dme Units are legendary for meir many design Inno",~olls 

Hand·wound. short YOlce coi l, use only high density edge wound. Rat OFC wire and o~ra", In p~lSion long 

magnetic gap.. Front and rear m.,netll: venting noe only redUCe< airflow nol,e. but In"rue.s power h.ndhng and lon~ 

term relJ3bIIJty. M~..lvr. motor usembli.. offer no-compromise optimiSation for each vOice cod diameter, 

The unique "Soft Dome" technology In the fonn of th latest SM· I 50s was originally developed by ATC in 1976 and h 

featured in the SCM SO. 100, 150.200 .nd 300. Its .mval reyolutlon/jed profe5sion.1 studio monitoring for ,U Om 

Remark.1blr today,3.S then, It rrrn01ins me on ly mid·range devise capotble of glvrng ulelmate periorm,nce 

The "Super linear Trchnology" found in the pnof ....,on.1 ... nge II equally ground. break,ng. le naj long been ",cognl. c<I 

mat me deerimental efleen of magnetic hySte retls " ••Ignlficant factor In the production of dlstoroon In drive IJI"" 



s e r e s �

With clever u~e of revolutionary ma'erlili developed (or the commun,Quon. industry, the problem has been solved 

for illl orne in 'he form of ATC "SL.: ' drove units. They arc unique not only In me ir ab ility to 3Ccu""<ely reproduce 

p,ano, but also In precise manner In which they art/culate male yolces. Thi. I. hardly surprisong given the reduction 01 

third harmonic distort/on by 10- 15 dB belWl!en I OOH% and 3kHL achievable with thl. system. 

Each drive unit In ATC pro(euion.1 monlto" 11 powered by IU own grounded .ourte ampli fier, optimISed lor its 

relevllnt b.ndwld,h Each i1mphr.er, working ,ubstol ntl.11y in 0 ... A. (.atures an eyeo order OItered .ctive crossover 

,ndividually aligned and phase-corrected (or unmatched stereo Imaging. 

~h profe.uion.1 product I. b~d by • 6 ycar warranty, H hour 'pares turn round and faCtory ,echn 0 1 support. 

HAND BUILT 

ACTIV E / PASSI V E 

P ROfESSIO~JAL 

MONIT O R S 

At-! [) ELE C TRO N I C') 

fROM ATC 

http:i1mphr.er


SCM 6 A 2 - w a y a ctiv e 

t 1I I • N ew soft dome HF unit 

• N ew ATC "CLD" driver wit h 45mm integral soft dome. 

• In-house , han d-wound precision fl at wire coil. 

• Precisi on undercut bass pole for symmetri cal magne[l c field . 

• Mass ive o pt imised motor assembly. 

• On board ATC built two-way 250W amplifier. 

• Heavily damped Aluminium cabinet. 

, c t I ':! ,1 S Drivers : ~f 1.H1l1l. M'l L 150u, Amplitude Unearit'l (±ld8) : SQ.h: · 17~H ~ Cut-oH frequencies (-6d8, free-standing) : 60MJ, 2C 11 

Horizontal Dispersion : 1:80 Cch n- Vertical Dispersion: = 0 CO~,~t~ ~ MaJ( , Continuous SPL (I metre) : '~b Crossover Frequency: I8",.,; 

Input Connectors : j ' ,lio XlA Input Sensitivity : \'Jr ,hi. Input SensltJvlt., Trim : 10tlB Input Impedance : h... ,rlc.r..~ 7' IOH 

Amplifier Output: Bass lOOW High ;0\0'11 Filters : bell ""d "" fr I\y (',l'Tm1"'o:! 

Ovcrlo"d Protection: I\rf \((; FrT 0 'f!t:\! Y .-;,1'" ' _duCb_n pi ~r ,""1-1,;¥.It: 'In i' -J!'!.'.tH.lfl Front Panel Indicators : P .......~ (lilt t!If;lT �

Dimensions (H"WxD): ~a; or ri] A ~ 't"tnr11 I ., t" " 106 • " J weight: 1 7 5k~ 18 S!~ 

http:1-1,;�.It




SCM'lOASL PRO 2 - way active 

F e. J t I r e s • 2Smm soft dome HF unit. 

• Full "SL" spec ATC bass driver with in[egral 7Smm soft dome. 

• 9kg precision machined and optimised motor assembly. 

• LF contour control 

• On board ATC buil[ twO way JOOW amplifier 

• Heavily damped Aluminium cabinet 

• 6 year warranty 

Spec r fic :t tlons � Drivers: HF 2Smm. Mr\l/L.F i SI150mm Amplitude Uneartty (:tldB); SOHt.-' 1kHz Cut·oH Frequencies (·6dB, 'ree.standlng) : WH;~ 22kHz 

Horll:ontal Dispersion: t80' ,CU1l..: l"el'l Vertical Dispersion: I 10 .Coh~I1' Max. Contlnuow SPL (I metre) : l ORdS Crossover frequency: 28kH.( 

Input Connectors: Ma:e XLR Input Sens"'vtty : I V Input Sensitivity Trim: !6Q8 Input Impedance : Iilbnc~ » 1OkO 

AmpUfler Output : Bass lSOVY. High 50\"1 FUlers: Even Order CntiCllfl)' Dm'Iped 

Overload Protection : liVe F mome"ur)' gal" reductIOn phJ'o d lcrT\l1 [WCCU!l pl"Otl '("tlt.m front hnC!1 Indicators: Pcw.e. O n Illa.lCJ.t..01', W1I1 ReductIOn w.lmn 01 

LF EQ ' ~6d8 @4QH;: Dimensions (HxWxD) , +48 .170 .llr"rm (1 7 6 x 106 ""22) Weight' l Ol<,I66lb, 





SCM50ASL PRO 3 - way C t i v 2 

f c. ;t l! r c 'i • 25mm soft dome tweeter. 

• Ful l "S L" spec 9 n34mm bass dri ve r. 

• AT C 75mm "Sup e r Dome" mid dr iver. 

• O n boa rd ATC grounded pla ne 3S0W Tr i-a mplifie r. 

• LF c o nto ur contro l. 

• C lip indi ca ti o n. 

• 6 ye a r warranty. 

Drivers : Hf 1..)0' m M d 7Smm. LF 234mm Amplitude Unearity (±ldB) : 70ft· I T:,Hz Cut-oH Frequencies (-6dB, free-sta nd ing) : 38HZ 2 l~Hz 

Hori:lontal Dlspe,."on : "'80 Co~ Vertical Dispersion : ::.1 n CcJ Pf'1:!'~t Max. Continuous SPL (I metre) : IlleS Cros.sQycr Frequendcs : Ja.:Ht J S... H.: 

Input Connectors ; "'1 ' ''! X Input Sensllivlt y : I V Input Sensitivit y Trtm : :!odb Input Impedance: S;,l,a.... ct!d ~ IOk O 

AmpUflC~r Output: Bass 2O('NV, M'd IrxJ'N.High j.(JW filters : EVl!n Order CnbUlt, D-~p...; j 

Overload Protection: A.,r.M FFT~I !"Ur, ta n c.11t...._ Q pi.\ ,II~! n.;.t v . .er:u:- prof ~ front Panel Indicators ; Jl.-...... 0, ! ;ur-. ,( Ft,.~1tJc:t..f)' fi~r,.lf'"l 

LF EQ : "t-ecS~ 40H-l. Dimensions (HxWxD): 1 16 ,( 3:.J I ,/, -to\)m'! {18 2 ~ 'J a A fa 8 I Dvptll "'mll lmpl I , t .11" dr" J We'Sh' 1 -49l( { I O /.dlb~ 





SCM o 0 A S L PRO 3 - wa y 

'~ , • Ll r • 25mm soft dome rweeter. 

• Full "SL" spec 12 13 14mm bass driver. 

• ATC 75mm "S up er Dome" mid driver. 

• On board ATC grounded plane ]sOW Tri-ampl,fier. 

• LF contour co ntrol. 

• Clip indIcation. 

• 6 year warranty. 

I � I . : .:I Drivers: H ::: I; . . ~" h · r j t I Amplitude Linearity (±ldB): J .!'" , i ,i . Cut~oH Frcqucnclc,s (.6dB, frcc-rtandlng) : J2.i _ : ; .H 

tiorit:ontal Dispersion : .. l "":0 ": ,I Vertical Dispersion : 0 \ ~c Hall . Continuous SPL (I metre) : Crossover Frequencies : laC" ' . j ' I -4~ 

Input ConnectorS: r. vLR Input Sensitivity: iV Input Sensitivity Trim: "':b 'I: Input Impedance: r, ,", 

Amplifier Output: Bass 'OOW Hid C() N High ~'N Filters: U-:.., I., 1. H 

Overload Protection: 'i ~ . ~ t "- - • j. , Front Panel Indicators: c . , 
LF EQ : -t.r!~ 1.11 .. !~J . Dimensions (HxWxD): 8.1. ~ Jf'l~ ~ 1 , , Weight : . .1JI 

~ • • , I • -f 1 .) ... '''0 ,,!;~ 
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SCM o A S L PRO 3 - w a y acr i v e 

F- a. :\ l U. r e s • 2Smm soft dome tweeter. 

• Twin full " SL" spec 9 '/234mm bass driver, 

• ATC 7Smm "Super Dome " mid d r iver, 

• On board ATC ground ed plane 350W Tri-amplificr. 

• LF contour control. 

• Clip indication. 

• 6 year warranty. 

S P c ( I I ,_ , \ Drivers: HF 2!. ITl. '1tC 75n':.11 Lr /:.clJ-4mm Amplitude Uneartty (±ldB) : SQH l I; .. HI Cut-oH FrcqucncJes (~d81 tree-standing) : lOHI.1JkH: 

Horl:zontal Disperslon : ±80 . Cot et~lt Venlcal Dbperslon : 110 CI,I'J'r"¥' ~ Max . Continuow; SPl (I motre) : 11 SdB Crossover Frequencies: 1MH' J ;rd1i 

Input Connectors: f""! XLR Input SeMitt"lty : IV Input Sensitivity Trim : .tc118 Input Impedance: SJh,·c.e<:! "> 10:.0 

AmplHler Output: Bas.s 2!10 •Mid 1001('1 HIgh 50\N fItters; e-. I"' a .::leI Ct lt1CJ.lj~ D3rnpt>tt 

Overload Protection: ACt FET "':011 n~,'t tat" rt"O 1'".1 o-n prlJS ,h"'rTn:f t'Y~te.t Pfotrc.tIOl'I front Panellndic.atoN : Poy.. an IndlC"ltor; G.'IO ~,~ 0/1 ''''It"nu~ 

IF EQ: ~6dB @ ~H;: DimenSions (HxWxD): 715 ,-", f"ll :', 12r.-'11n1 t282 0; llli'l:' }I 1£t5 I Dept" With 1!1 Pi!;' H , .c-lb 3 Weight; 7J: ' 60tllb~ 

http:lt1CJ.lj
http:75n':.11




$ C M S 0 A S L PRO 3 - w ay acti v e 

F e a lJ r e ~ • 25mm soft dome tweeter. 

• Full "SL" spec 15 1375mm bass driver. 

• AlC 75mm "Super Dome" mid driver. 

• On board AlC grounded plane 350W lri-amplifier. 

• LF co nto ur control. 

• Clip indication . 

• 6 year warranty. 

s p ~ t: r I ( I I n 11 1 Drivers ; HF 251111'" _'11;1 75mm LF J/5rnm Amplitude Linearity (ildB) : WH1-I7kHl Cut-a" frequencies (-6dB. free.slandlng): SHt n~HI 

HOr"b,ontal Dispersion : i80 COIIE'!!'1:' Vertical Dispersion : '"'10 Col r",ttn: Ma x. Continuous SPL (I metre): . , 7~B Crossover frequencies : 1SO~ 1- 3S:cH: 

Input Connectors: M:JI A Input Sensitivity: IV Input sensitivity Trim : ~6d Input Impedance: 8.Jt.lnC d:;. IOkO 

Amplifier Output: Bus lOO . Hid IOtJ'vY. High iOW Filters: Evt f"I Order' Lflllo.l~ D;Hnp~ 

Overload Protection: A ctlVl: fEr mo.. ft1\'.lr'T It;'lll'', .1-;.0,1 p'~" lhr'r;-~I ~!cr :ll""Ot.ec"'on Front Panel Indicators : Powt:( 011 Indir:l"11 G3 f1 Rc~k.:~uot1 ¥V;Irf'lm,l 

Lf EQ : "'6d8@ 1()Hz Dimensions (HxWxD): 88-4)( ~9S" 16&mm 114 b ~ 19 bitt; 5 I Dq'",'" .... ,Tt ltrlpl ~ :It 'I' ..ddl J Wefght : 15~s: U:.ljD~ 





SCMIOOASL PRO 3 - w ay a c tive 

F c ,J C lJ r C! • 34mm soft dome tweeter, 

• Twin (ull spec "SL" I l"/314mm bass drivers. 

• ATC 75mm "Super Dome" mid driver. 

• Rack-mount ATC 4 way grounde d plane 850W amplifier. 

• Clip indication . 

• 6 year warranty. 

S ? � Drlvors : H F J4fT'"' Mid 75 n. , IF l A 3 t o1mr:-- AmpUtudc Linearity (:tld8): 60H.::.I2k.H1. Cut·oH Frequencies (·6dB) : 32Hz '2Ot t- , (f. «J !bru:fl['\ , 25Hz... 20kHz I :. II " 
Horbontal Dispersion: zao .Coh~"f"eflt Vertical Dispersion: ±IO . Corcl (f1~ Max. Continuous SPL (I metre) : I ladS Crouover Frequencies: 180t-l'z. 3 SiocHl 

Input connectors : ' 1_ Xl Input Sensitivity : 2V Input Impedance ; 8.1i.;ulC -0 >- i 01(0 AmpUncr Output: 8an 27;· 27,W Mid .lOOw, High IOO'N 

Filters : bt!r' Qrdt; C.,t.c.3 I)' DJJl1pC':i Dvertoad Protection : A .. t.~~ H. r 'nOO~f'Llr) &\''1 r-eductlOf1 p./U!; til no., "-.ve(' t£'f prorC'eJon 

Front P3ncl Indleaton I floW':"! On ,nd'(:ItD,. l...l.llll R:l!dU(.[JOnH rr'"rg Dimensions (HxWXD): 810 x nO' '" 440mm 111 r It 187 x 17 t Weight : 16Oti : 25) 21t'S 

http:60H.::.I2k.H1
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SCMJOOASL PRO 3 - way acti v e 

.. • 34mm soft dome tweeter. 

• Twin full spec "SL" IS 137Smm bass drivers. 

• ATC 7Smm "Super Dome" mid driver. 

• Rack-mount ATC 4 way grounded plane 8S0W amplifier. 

• Clip indication. 

• 6 year warranty. 

, , ., � Drivers: rlr : ... ,""!"ItT" i11ti '5;'1'1"11 ' ~ l ~ J?:. -.n Amplitude Linearity (±ldB); : 01-11" "" ~1 Cut-on Freq'ucncles (-6d8) : ~~ Ht ~ :' . r; '1/ .1fJr.1 .;. ,j 1 '2:' . ' ': I' It 

Horizontal Dis-pcrsion : i~ . ""01") rr Vertical DlIpcr5lon: I U c '-'::1" Max. Continuous SPL (I metre) : · ll·~ B Crossover frequencies: lPlI--·· j l ~~f 

Input Connectors: :" XI R' Input SQnsltlvity : }V Inpu.t Impedance: B., 11 ;. I t)kO Amplifier Ou.tput : Bass l!~ P;;\oV Mid 2~ ,. High d' W 

filtcrs: 1=.. JI "('I Cr" Jy ")oi;Ilrn"'1 Overload Protection: Ar .. ~rrt 

Front Panel Indicators : Pw .... 0" '!Ill- tn'f" u DimcnJ;ion5 (HxWxD)! 994 l\ qB ~: ..~')! /I IH '3 l~ 4 ~ IE' 1 I Weight: I ·ti~~ "n8·. 





SCM 0 • 5 ac tive sub bas s 

F . , u ,. , Full "S L" spec IS/375mm bass driver." • 
Iaoaw Class A amp lifie r.• 

• Phase adjustment. �

• Variable cut off frequency. �

• Variable gain . �

• Stereo Inputs . �

• 6 yea r war ranty. �

S P � Driver : LF J15fflln Ampltt.ude Linearity (.tIde) : lOHt-300Hz Cut-off Frequency (-6dB, free standing) : 20HL Max. Continuous SPL (I metre) : 11&8 

Input Connectors : MlJ(~ XLR Input Sensittvlcy: IV Input Impedance: 8:\~n[cd:> fOkO Ampllftcr Output: Bass IOOOW Filters : E-~ OI.:Jt:. CnlJC,&llf Dim1pcd 

Oyerload Proteetion : AOl\, ' FET momtT'Llry gain t"'""'dl -:11. {" hnel Indlcaton : Po.... rOo mrll':lrrn 

Dlmonslon. (HxWxD): 63 t sao , SIlOmm r2~.B , 129 x 22 8 I Wol~h': 9Ol..j: 190.b! 
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P 4 4 - way 8 S OW m o nabloek paw e I' a mpli f ie r 

c ;'\ t u r • 4,way mono blo ck design . 

• ATe "Grounded Plane Technology". 

• 8S0W Class A (Q 213 output. 

• 4th order acti ve crossovers with phase correction. 

• Soft limiting driver protenion . 

• Triple fan cooling . 

• Military specificatio n interconnects . 

• 6 year warranty. 

, p , ( f I � Output Power': HF IOOW Il\tO 1.0 . "tId 200Vv 111:oJ 160 LF 17. 'N ..; 2 m" an Input Sendlhllly: 1'1 Inpullnpedance: IOkO 

Fr'equency Response : ~Hl 20 '<Hz to idH Signal to Noise R3t1o : ::,rt--;(' , ttull lO.S1B Crout3lk! a"fUr fhlll '9006. 

Power' Requirements: 100. I b 1JO '1olt'i {I f'".,'or dl!':PCfldllll SO/60Hz f~Clo"'r ,erl 

Dimensions: 19 Ibck ~'1ou'nmg .sU hSt- (22.Lfr.m B)) Ovpr I Depti. 5 .. SJ.... J ~21 1 1. fron~ P~ nt.t .tnd Hl'l~re: 75 m,3 I fit'd ' H.:mdhl' ·mmm I b j. 

Anrphf,c-. Bod! 4l0r',," (!6 9 I Weight: 1O~g :lp-pml' 





The design and development of high performance loudspeakers 

The aims of the forefathers of the industry seem to have been 

completely forgouen and many loudspeakers of todays 

manufacturers are described as being musically involving. having 

pace. rhythm and slam or as JUSt being a musical experience. 

words which might have a definite subjective meaning (0 the 

originator. cause confusion and suspicion in the mind of the 

public. and provide the less scrupulous with a cover for rather 

cynical products poorly engineered . 

To be able (0 describe a loudspeaker as being of high 

performance it must comply with a range of related yet quite 

complicated criteria. These. when detailed. may appear obvious. 

however. the significance of the following simple ideas and design 

criteria. and their relative importance (0 each other in the 

design of a high performance loudspeaker. are all (00 often not 

properly unders(Ood. 

The performance of a loudspeaker can be defined by its 

linear and non-linear behavior. Linear performance is defined by 

the impulse response and non-linear performance by harmonic 

distortion measurements. 

The most important elements (0 consider in a practical 

design. which are encompassed by the characteristics of linear 

and non- linear behavior. are detailed under the following 

headings: I. Magnitude Response 

2. Phase Response 

3 . Time Domain Anomalies 

4. Dispersion and Directivity 

S. Harmonic Distortion 

6 . Amplitude Intermodulation Dis (Onion 

7 . HysteresiS Distortion 

8 . Dynamic Range 

9 . Motional Impedance 

Linear Distortion 

I. Magnitude Response 

The magnitude response of a loudspeaker. measured using 

analogue techniques, has been the mainstay of moS( loudspeaker 

assessment for decades . 

By definition a "Linear Magnitude" refers to a magnitude 

response that has a constant level with frequency and only then 

will it not cause any linear distortion . We all know that this is 

practically not achievable and that the impulse response of a 

loudspeaker is largely dominated by the low and high frequency 

roll-off characteristics and by any resonant peaks in the 

amplitude response. 

It is possible. however. to produce loudspeaker systems that 

maintain a variation in magnitude response within +/- I.SdB 

consistently between 100 Hz and 10kHz and that have an 

excellent overall balance between bands . We believe that the 

balance between drive unit frequency bands is critical. 

particularly between bass and midrange in three way systems. 

and should always be beuer than IdB. 

Time is well spent on drive unit development in order (0 

meet this magnitude response limit. It is much more elegant (0 

use properly developed drive units which will then enable the 

use of simple crossover filters than to use complex equalization 

in an effort (0 correct drive unit magnitude response anomalies . 

1 . Phase Response 

As with the magnitude response . the phase response of a 

system is usually measured on a single reference axis. midway 

between the bass/mid and high frequency drive units in a two 

way system and on the axis of the midrange drive unit for a 

three way system. 



A system will be defined as being "Linear Phase" if the phase speakers since 1982 . This is achieved by the addition of an 

response is a straight line. when the frequency response has a all-pass filter (i.e. one with a magnitude response of unity for all 

linear scale and passes through the origin. The effect is then of a frequencies. but a varying phase response) enabling correction 

true time delay and will therefore not cause any linear distortion. for the delays due to the extra sound path length from the 

In practical loudspeaker systems however. the aim is to various drive units in a multi drive unit system. Such correction 

de sign for a minimum phase response free from any abrupt 

changes that are usually indicative of high Q resonances. 

Even order frequency dividing networks using Butterworth filters 

offer the special characteristic that the phase of complimentary 

low and high pass filters are the same . The result is a greatly 

improved polar response and therefore improved coherence of 

the audio signal. 

It is also relevant (0 include here that the delay between 

drive units due (0 acoustic centre misalignment is not audible. we 

believe. for delays below 2 ms. Therefore . providing the overall 

delay is within 2 ms . and there are no sharp phase response 

Irregularities. then the system should be free from any subjective 

phase effects . ATe has incorporated analogue phase correction. 

operating through the crossover regions. in its active loud-

serves to steer the main radiation lobe at the crossover 

frequency toward the listener. The result of such active filtering 

is to give much better control over the filter shapes with greater 

phase coherence and therefore a more uniform group delay 

characteristic. The subjective result. when compared with the 

same loudspeaker system but with a passive crossover. is of a 

broader and more stable stereo sound field with much more 

coherent drive unit integration and improved openness and 

timbre of reproduced sounds . 

Digital Signal processing promises several advances in phase 

response manipulation in the future : 

A . linear Phase Crossovers 

Delays enables crossover filters (0 be constructed with a 

constant group delay. i.e. no changes in phase in the audio band. II> 



The design and development of high performance loudspeakers 

B. Excess Phase Equallxatlon 

The phase response of a loudspeaker through its low 

frequency roll-off can be equalized using digital delays producing 

subjectively a deeper and tighter bass response. 

C . Magnitude Response Equalization 

Digital signal processing can also be used to equalize a drive 

units magnitude response . However, in most cases, response 

anomalies will be polar dependent and therefore not equalizable 

with a single dimension equalizer. Magnitude equalization should 

therefore be applied with great caution . 

3. Time Domain Anomalies 

A high performance loudspeaker should have no high Q or 

delayed resonance's and must also minimize multiple arrivals of 

the same signal caused by reflections and diffraction effects as 

these add a hard and claustrophobic coloration to the sound, 

masking ambient detail and confusing the stereo image. Time 

domain anomalies are without doubt the most intrusive and 

tiring to the listener of all distortions . Careful drive unit and 

crossover design can ensure a flat and even magnitude response 

free from any low Q broad band r e sonances or response 

irregularities. High Q and delayed resonances however, which are 

common in hard undamped diaphragm s and poorly designed 

crossover filters, are not so easily ameliorated. In fact the only 

successful solution is to design heavily damped flexible diaphragm 

structures having high internal resistance and great structural 

integrity even under high drive levels . 

Best results have been achieved using quite steep curvilinear 

and domed diaphragms formed from polycotton and acrylic 

fabrics which are impregnated with plasticized PYA and other 

viscous damping mediums to control resonant break-up modes 

which occur at high frequencies. 

It is also equally important for the fundamental system 

resonance to be well damped, that is , have a Q between 0 .] 

and 0 .6 . 

Loudspeakers with an under damped system resonance 

produce ill defined bass which sounds uncontrolled and excessive 

and masks midrange detail. 

In fact what is really being said here is that for a high 

performance loudspeaker all resonant systems should be at least 

critically damped whether they are due to diaphragm break-up 

or the fundamental system resonance. 

4 . Dispersion and Directivity 

The relationship between direct and reverberant sound is 

very important in high performance loudspeakers . It is clear that 

not only must the on-axis magnitude response be accurate and 

linear but also that the behavior off-axis must be both broad and 

even with frequency exhibiting no abrupt dips in amplitude . The 

aim should be to achieve a horizontal dispe r sion of +/ -80 deg . 

With a -6dB @ 10KHz and a vertical dispersion of at least 

+/ -10 deg. To ensure that in a well behaved room with a good 

RT vs frequency characteristic, The reverberant sound will be 

consistent with the direct sound in the listening area . 

To achieve this criteria the highest performance loudspeakers 

will be either small two way systems with bass/mid drive units up 

to 160mm diameter or preferably three way designs where the 

midrange is no more than 75mm diameter and crosses over from 

the bass drive unit at around ]00 Hz . The tweeter in this system 

should not be greater in diameter than Hmm and should be 



cross e d over from the midrange at around 3 KHz . 

In a well behaved room when listening to a stereo pair of 

loudspe akers with a good relationship between direct and 

reverbant responses you will first hear the direct sound and then 

the reverberant field. It is generally agreed a nd probably true that 

the reverberant field masks periodic signals, however, it is also 

apparent tha t the ear has a precedence effect which means that 

for impul sive sounds the ear can hear phase dependent effects. 

Therefore, we believe that any critical judgment of reproduced 

so und is made principally on the first ar r ival or direct sound 

which gives most of the phase related cues and also the low level 

de tail which is quickly lost in the reverberant field . 

Howe ver, the way we perceive magnitude band balance and 

he full energy of percussive or impulsive sounds . is de pendent 

upon the power response of the loudspeaker or how evenly it 

e xcite s the reverberant field with frequency. 

Clearly it is impossible to exclude from such a rel a tionship 

t he effect of room acoustics. ho wever. for the purpose of 

d iscussing loudspeaker performance we will assume that the 

listening room has been properly treated and has no se rious 

Intrusive acoustic problems. 

It should also be stated here that the use of DSP to 

equalize loudspeaker room interface problems is not an 

acceptable solution to that problem in critical listening 

environments if it involves modifying the direct sound from the 

loudsp e aker. A dramatic effect of poor midrange dispersion. 

common in many two way loudspeaker system s. is demonstrated 

by recording engineers making incorrect magnitude band 

!l1dgments and applying equalization. usually to the upper 

midrange , in a n attempt to compensate for the appare nt lack of 

energy in that region . Many examples of pop recordings are 

available which demonstrate this characteristic. That is . a hard 

strident upper midrange which masks high frequencies, and 

makes vocals sound recessed while accentuating the bass . 

Non Linear Distortion 

5 . Harmonic Distortion 

Non linear distortion is the product of non-linearity in a 

system's transfer function . There are three principal sources of 

non-linear distortion in loudspeakers and they are all related to 

the drive system . 

The first rel a tes to the voice coil and magnet gap geometry 

and the non-uniformity of the distribution of magnetic lines 

along the length of the magnet gap. A short coil in a long gap 

renders the best solution regarding geometry. although not the 

most commonly used , and the distribution of magnetic lines will 

be improved by the use of a n undercut centre pole . Further 

advantages of this geometry are the improved heat dissipation 

and therefore reduced operating temperature of the voice coil as 

well as a reduction in the variation of voice coil induction in 

relation to its instantaneous position in the magnet gap. 

The second principal source of non-linear distortion is 

generated in the suspension system of the diaphragm assembly 

and is mainly contributed to by the spider. The spider presents a 

number of difficult design compromises when longer excursions 

are required in high power drive units. It must exhibit high axial 

compliance while also being progressive ly resistive towards the 

extension extremes so as to avoid mechanical damage and at the 

same time be very stable normal to the a xis so as to ensure 

good voice coil cente ring in small magnet gap clearances . .. 
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The third source of distortion is due pr'incipally to the 

inherently non-linear magnetic performance of steel. The 

alternating magnetic field created by the voice coil induces eddy 

currents into both the pole and front plate, adjacent to the coil, 

of the permanent magnet assembly. These eddy currents flow in 

such a way as to oppose the magnetic field producing them, (i .e . 

from the voice coil), and cancel out much of the self inductance. 

This mechanism is minimized in ATC bass and bass/mid drive 

units by the use of a new material, which has the unique 

properties of high magnetic permeability and saturation as well 

as low electrical conductivity. We call it a super linear magnet 

material (SLMM). With this material fitted to the pole and front 

plate adjacent to the voice coil the eddy currents are suppressed 

and the impedance (self inductance) increases. The result is that 

third harmonic distortion is reduced by between 12-ISdB. 

It is evident from experiment, that distortion caused by eddy 

currents in the magnet assembly, is worse in long gap than short 

gap magnets. 

In practice it will be careful drive unit magnet system and 

suspension design that will most effectively minimize non-linear 

distortion. 

Having said all of that, since the main use of loudspeakers 

is to listen to music and speech, both of which have complex 

structures dominated by harmonically related tones, the 

presence of low order harmonic distortion is generally 

considered to be less audible and more tolerable than other 

forms of distortion . 

6. Amplitude Intermodulation Distortion 

Amplitude inrermodulation distortion, however, is much more 

intrusive than harmonic distortion due to the products not being 

harmonically related to the original sound . 

A recent review of active and passive loudspeakers at ATC 

confirmed that active loudspeakers, due to each drive unit 

amplifier operating only over a restricted frequency band, will 

have much lower amplifier borne amplitude intermodulation 

distortion than the same loudspeaker operated passively driven 

over the full audio frequency range, in fact, a full 20dB difference. 

7 . Hysteresis Distortion 

The presence of hysteresis distortion implies that the system 

transfer characteristic is not always singlevalued for a given 

instantaneous input and will vary with both the change of 

direction and the level of the input and that it will therefore 

produce distortion that has a different phase to that produced 

by harmonic distortion. 

Hysteresis distortion, as much as it exists in loudspeaker 

suspension systems and heavily damped soft diaphragm 

assemblies, does not manifest itself as an intrusive distortion. It 

is certainly not particularly evident in other measurements. for 

example. transient response. magnitude response or in harmonic 

distortion measurements. In fact. if care is taken over the choice 

of both diaphragm and suspension materials then they will largely 

have the characteristics of a simple damped spring and exhibit 

negligible hysteresis. 



8. Dynamic Range 

The issue of dynamic range is a complex one and although 

it is primarily controlled by voice coil operating temperature 

and magnet total flux it must be considered along with the 

mechanical integrity and freedom from break-up of the diaphragm 

and suspension structure. There can be no doubt 

that system dynamic range significantly effects the clarity of 

reproduced sound. Even quite simple combinations of 

instruments, for example a string quartet, will produce a 

maximum SPL well in excess of IOOdB at 2m when starting 

from just audible pianissimo passages. 

A loudspeaker that has significant power compression will 

te nd to sound dull and boomy and the high voice coil 

t e mperature and consequent resistance rise will effect the 

loading of the passive crossover and therefore also modify the 

magnitude response of the system. 

The dynamic range of direct radiating loudspeakers is in 

fJct almost entirely determined by cost. Designers do strive to 

produce more sensitive small systems th rough the use of very 

light diaphragm structures but the scope for manoeuvre is limited 

if a correct balance between bass and midrange magnitude 

response is to be achieved for a given diameter of drive unit. 

Furthermore, light diaphragm structures almost always have low 

internal damping and therefore a tendency to exhibit high 

Q resonances. 

To qualify in all respects as a high performance loudspeaker 

the requirements of dynamic range will for most designs be the 

largest compromise. A choice, which is made much more difficult 

as a consequence of the rapid developments in digital electronics 

ATe SCM ISOA active monitors, Blackbird Studios, Nashville 

during the past decade. Digital recording mediums offer a huge 

dynamic range with a peak to average of typically 12-16dB which 

means that even the most modest loudspeaker wearing the tag 

"high performance" must be capable of continuous output of at 

least 94dB at I m while being driven from an amplifier of 100 

watts or more. 

9 . Motional Impedance 

The complex motional impedance of a typical two or three 

way passive loudspeaker system must have a modulus of 

impedance which varies within defined limits, never falling below 

the voice coil resistance. A minimum impedance modulus which 

does fall below the voice coil resistance indicates a ringing filter 

in the passive crossover which will cause time domain distortion 

as well as presenting a difficult load for the driving amplifier. • 
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company p r o f i l e 

industry -

unit. This 

ATC (Acoustic Transducer Company) was formed in 1974 to 

manufacture custom drive units for the professional sound 

the first product being the 12" PA7s-314 PA Drive 

was followed in 1976 by the ground breaking 3" Soft 

Dome mid driver which was to become, and still, is the ATC 

signature drive unit. Built to handle 300Hz to 

3kHz it was abl e to produce very low distortion 

and very high sound pressure levels . Hand-made 

using a massive magnet structure and tight 

tolerances it presented a quantum leap forward in 

loudspeaker design. With constant improvement 

over the years it is still unique in performance 

and innovation; flatteringly it has been widely 

copied without success . 

By 1978, the company was producing its first 

speaker sy s tems . The bass-reflex 550 and the 

infin ite baffle 585 establishing the naming tradition of the model 

number representing the internal volume of the enclosure, in this 

case 50 and 80 litres respectively. Another key to the ATC, 

studio-derived philosophy wa s the cro ssover arrangement: the 

550 and 585 allowing for true active triamping . Through a rotary 

switch the user could access either the internal passive cross

over or an e xternal electronic device . 

By 1985, the company had established itself in a big way in 

the profes s ional sector, the growth forcing a move to the 

company's current premises in Gloucestershire. The BBC, 

Above left: The 550 bass reflex, the first model to be launched by ATe 

Right: Doug Sax Studio, Ojai, California 

Far right: Custom installation (or the Disney Concert Hall, los Angeles 

Abbey Road Studios, Pink Floyd, Nimbus, Peter Gabriel, �

Sony Music Studios, Sydney Opera House, Covent Garden Royal �

Opera House , Paramount, Warner Bros - these are but a few of �

the clients ATC has attracted over the years . �

But one in particular inspired one of those watershed 

moments which was to forever alter a company's destiny. In 

1985 , Danish Radio needed a rugged, robust and transportable 

ac tive speaker system . Tim Isaac had already developed for ATC 

an electronic crossover system. It was then a matter of matching 

this to a three-way amplifier, fitting it internally and prodUCing 

what would evolve into one of ATes greatest hits, the SCMsOA. 

This in turn would establish ATC as one of the few companies 

able to produce an active system which lived up to the 

concept 's promise. 

Because of resistance to active systems in some hi-fi 

quarters, ATC released its major models in both active and 

passive versions, eventually creat ing smaller, more domestically 

suitable passive models such as the SCM I 0 and SCM 20, and 

eventually producing its own range of stand-alone electronics, 

including pre, power and integrated amplifiers. 

ATC has entered the multi-channel market with an advantage 

over all of the other manufacturers forced to convert from two

channel to 5.1. The secret weapon is ATes direct involvement 



with leading players in the industry, including Sony Music Studios 

in New York City, which uses ATC loudspeakers for the six 

channel DVD monitoring systems, TODD-AO in California, and 

others at the cutting edge . 

Evolution therefore has equipped ATC with a current range 

not so different from the classic models of the pre-surround 

sound era , but eminently suited for whatever multi-channel may 

bring. The major advantage in its new multi-channel concept is 

the company's insistence that all products have the same sound 

signature or timbre . This allows seamless mixing of any product 

to form a 5.1 system. The current range offers six variants from 

C I to C6 all with dedicated centre channels and subs. 

The C7 was described by Stereophile Guide To The Home 

Theatre in the US as "The best loudspeaker system in the 

world" . It received both the best loudspeaker and best 

component award for 2000 by the same magazine. The SCM70 

which formed L.R and surrounds has now been superseded by 

the both Anniversary SCM50 and 100 Tower which on its launch 

won the 34th Japan Stereo Compo Grand Prix. 

In the studio and mastering field ATC continues to fulfil the 

needs of the most discerning organisations, its user list reading 

like a who's who of the recording industry. 

The Black Box Company has completed a studio complex in 

India using ATC which is reputed to have the best sound in 

Mumbai. Its fame has lead to film premiers and celebrity galas 

being held there. The film industry in Mumbai is the largest in the 

world and has been known for inferior sound equipment up until 

now. It is fully expected that other studios will follow this new 

high quality route to the advantage of ATC in the near future. 

The latest and one of the biggest projects in the world has 

been the exclusive equipping of the British Grove complex in 

London. Using no fewer than ten SCM300's and 8 subs it 

represents the pinnacle of studio sound quality. The SCM300 has 

become the monitor of choice for discerning engineers based in 

the USA, whilst the full profeSSional 

range finds favour where quality is the 

criteria, throughout the world. 

Other areas of excellence include 

the equipping of large concert halls 

with studio-type equipment. One of 

the most important of these is the 

Disney Concert Hall in Los Angeles, 

home of the L.A Philharmonic. 

A completely custom system was 

designed and built in-house to 

address this technically demanding 

project. The ATC approach is unique 

for this type of venue and offers a 

solution not available from other 

manufacturers. 

ATC has recognised that there is 

a niche market for high quality, active sound reinforcement in 

theatres , wine bars and jazz clubs . To fill this need the new PA65 

fully active cabinet has been designed. It now has a foothold in 

some of the most prestigious night clubs in London: 

China White. Aura, Umbaba, and Movida. Combined with custom

built sub bass units this combination offers the ideal solution for 

venues requiring high SPL's with Studio quality sound . 
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T he d esign and deve l opment of high performance lo u dspeak ers 

The aims of the forefathers of the industry seem to have been 

completely forgotten and many loudspeakers of to days 

manufacturers are described as being musically involving. having 

pace. rhythm and slam or as just being a musical experience. 

words which might have a definite subjective meaning to the 

originator. cause confusion and suspicion in the mind of the 

public, and provide the less scrupulous with a cover for rather 

cynical products poorly engineered . 

To be able to describe a loudspeaker as being of high 

performance it must comply with a range of related yet quite 

complicated criteria . These, when detailed, may appear obvious, 

however. the significance of the following simple ideas and design 

criteria, and their relative importance to each other in the design 

of a high performance loudspeaker, are all too often not properly 

understood. 

The performance of a loudspeaker can be defined by its 

linear and non-linear behavior. Linear performance is defined by 

the impulse response and non-linear performance by harmonic 

distortion measurements. 

The most important elements to consider in a practical 

design, which are encompassed by the characteristics of linear 

and non- linear behavior, are detailed under the following 

headings: I . Magnitude Response 

2. Phase Response 

3. Time Domain Anomalies 

4. Dispersion and Directivity 

5. Harmonic Distortion 

6. Amplitude Intermodulation Distortion 

7. Hysteresis Distortion 

8 . Dynamic Range 

9. Motional Impedance 

Lin ear Distortion 

I. Magnitude Response 

The magnitude response of a loudspeaker. measured using 

analogue techniques. has been the mainstay of most loudspeaker 

assessment for decades. 

By definition a "Linear Magnitude" refers to a magnitude 

response that has a constant level with frequency and only then 

will it not cause any linear distortion. We all know that this is 

practically not achievable and that the impulse response of a 

loudspeaker is largely dominated by the low and high frequency 

roll-off characteristics and by any resonant peaks in the 

amplitude response. 

It is possible . however, to produce loudspeaker systems that 

maintain a vari a tion in magnitude response within +/ - 1.5dB 

consistently between 100 Hz and 10kHz and that have an 

excellent overall balance between bands. We believe that the 

balance between drive unit frequency bands is critical, 

particularly between bass and midrange in three way systems, 

and should always be better than IdB. 

Time is well spent on drive unit development in order to 

meet this magnitude response limit . It is much more elegant to 

use properly developed drive units which will then enable the 

use of simple crossover filters than to use complex equalization 

in an effort to correct drive unit magnitude response anomalies . 

2. Phase Res ponse 

As With the magnitude response. the phase response of a 

system is usually measured on a single reference axis, midway 

between the bass/mid and high frequency drive units in a two 

way system and on the axis of the midrange drive unit for a 

three way system. 



A system will be defined as being "Linear Phase" if the phase speakers since 1982. This is achieved by the addition of an 

response is a straight line . when the frequency response has a all-pass filter (i.e . one with a magnitude response of unity for all 

linear scale and passes through the origin . The effect is then of a frequencies . but a varying phase response) enabling correction 

true time delay and will therefore not cause any linear distortion . for the delays due to the extra sound path length from the 

In practical loudspeaker systems however. the aim is to various drive units in a multi drive unit system. Such correction 

design for a minimum phase response free from any abrupt 

changes that are usually indicative of high Q resonances . 

Even order frequency dividing networks using Butte rworth filters 

offer the special characteristic that the phase of complimentary 

low and high pass filters are the same. The result is a greatly 

improved polar response and therefore improved coherence of 

the audio signal. 

It is also relevant to include here that the delay between 

drive units due to acoustic centre misalignment is not audible. we 

believe. for delays below 2 ms. Therefore. providing the overall 

delay is within 2 ms . and there are no sharp phase response 

irregularities. then the system should be free from any subjective 

phase effects. ATe has incorporated analogue phase correction. 

operating through the crossover regions. in its active loud-

serves to steer the main radiation lobe at the crossover 

frequency toward the listener. The result of such active filtering 

is to give much better control over the filter shapes with greater 

phase coherence and therefore a more uniform group delay 

characteristic. The subjective result. when compared with the 

same loudspeaker system but with a passive crossover. is of a 

broader and more stable stereo sound field with much more 

coherent drive unit integration and improved openness and 

timbre of reproduced sounds . 

Digital signal processing promises several advances in phase 

response manipulation in the future : 

A . Linear Phase Crossovers 

Delays enables crossover filters to be constructed with a 

constant group delay. i.e. no changes in phase in the audio band. ~ 
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8 . Excess Phase Equalization 

The phase response of a loudspeaker through its low 

frequency roli-off can be equalized using digital delays producing 

subjectively a deeper and tighter bass response. 

C. Magnitude Response Equalization 

Digital signal processing can also be used to equalize a drive 

units magnitude response . However, in most cases, response 

anomalies will be polar dependent and therefore not equalizable 

with a single dimension equalizer. Magnitude equalization should 

therefore be applied with great caution. 

3. Time Domain Anomalies 

A high performance loudspeaker should have no high Q or 

delayed resonance 's and must also minimize multiple arrivals of 

the same signal caused by reflections and diffraction effects as 

these add a hard and claustrophobic coloration to the sound, 

masking ambient detail and confusing the stereo image . Time 

domain anomalies are without doubt the most intrusive and 

tiring to the listener of all distortions. Careful drive unit and 

crossover des ign can ensure a flat and even magnitude response 

free from any low Q broad band resonances or response 

irregularities. High Q and delayed resonances however, which are 

common in hard undamped diaphragms and poorly designed 

crossover filters, are not so easily ameliorated . In fact the only 

successful solution is to design heavily damped flexible diaphragm 

structures haVing high internal resistance and great structural 

integrity even under high drive levels . 

Best results have been achieved us ing quite steep curvilinear 

and domed diaphragms formed from polycotton and acrylic 

fabrics which are impregnated with pla s ticized PYA and other 

viscous damping mediums to control resonant break -up modes 

which occur at high frequencies. 

It is also equally important for the fundamental system 

resonance to be well damped , that is, have a Q between 0.3 

and 0.6. 

Loudspeakers with an under damped system resonance 

produce iii defined bass which sounds uncontrolled and excessive 

and masks midrange detail. 

In fact what is really being said here is that for a h igh 

performance loudspeaker all resonant systems should be at least 

critically damped whether they are due to diaphragm break-up 

or the fundamental system resonance. 

4. Dispersion and Directivity 

The relationship between direct and reverberant sound is 

very important in high performance loudspeakers. It is clear that 

not only must the on-axis magnitude response be accurate and 

linear but also that the behavior off-axis must be both broad and 

even with frequency exhibiting no abrupt dips in amplitude. The 

aim should be to achieve a horizontal dispersion of +/-80 deg. 

With a -6dB @ 10KHz and a vertical dispersion of at least 

+/-10 deg . To ensure that in a well behaved room with a good 

RT vs frequency characteristic, The reverberant sound will be 

consistent with the direct sound in the listening area. 

To achieve this criteria the highest performance loudspeakers 

will be either small two way systems with bass / mid drive units up 

to 160mm diameter or preferably three way designs where the 

midrange is no more than 75mm diameter and crosses over from 

the bass drive unit at around 300 Hz . The tweeter in this system 

should not be greater in d iameter than 34mm and should be 



crossed over from the midrange at around] KHz. 

In a well behaved room when listening to a stereo pair of 

loudspeakers with a good relationship between direct and 

reverbant responses you will first hear the direct sound and then 

the reverberant field. It is generally agreed and probably true 

that the reverberant field masks periodic signals, however, it is 

also apparent that the ear has a precedence effect which means 

that for impulsive sounds the ear can hear phase dependent 

effects. Therefore, I believe that any critical judgment of repro

duced sound is made principally on the first arrival or direct 

sound which gives most of the phase related cues and also the 

low level detail which is quickly lost in the reverberant field . 

However, the way we perceive magnitude band balance and 

the full energy of percussive or impulsive sounds, is dependent 

upon the power response of the loudspeaker or how evenly it 

excites the reverberant field with frequency. 

Clearly it is impossible to exclude from such a relationship 

the effect of room acoustics, however, for the purpose of 

discussing loudspeaker performance we will assume that the 

listening room has been properly treated and has no serious 

intrusive acoustic problems. 

It should also be stated here that the use of DSP to 

equalize loudspeaker room interface problems is not an 

acceptable solution to that problem in critical listening 

environments if it involves modifying the direct sound from the 

loudspeaker. A dramatic effect of poor midrange dispersion, 

common in many two way loudspeaker systems , is demonstrated 

by recording engineers making incorrect magnitude band 

judgments and applying equalization, usually to the upper 

midrange, in an attempt to compensate for the apparent lack of 

energy in that reg ion. Many examples of pop recordings are 

available which demonstrate this characteristic. That is, a hard 

strident upper midrange which masks high frequencies , and 

makes vocals sound recessed while accentuating the bass. 

Non linear Distortion 

5, Harmonic Distortion 

Non linear distortion is the product of non-linearity in a 

system's transfer function. There are three principal sources of 

non-linear distortion in loudspeakers and they are all related to 

the drive system . 

The first relates to the voice coil and magnet gap geometry 

and the non-uniformity of the distribution of magnetic lines 

along the length of the magnet gap. A short coil in a long gap 

renders the best solution regarding geometry, although not the 

most commonly used, and the distribution of magnetic lines will 

be improved by the use of an undercut centre pole. Further 

advantages of this geometry are the improved heat dissipation 

and therefore reduced operating temperature of the voice coil as 

well as a reduction in the variation of voice coil induction in 

relation to its instantaneous position in the magnet gap. 

The second principal source of non-linear distortion is 

generated in the suspension system of the diaphragm assembly 

and is mainly contributed to by the spider. The spider presents a 

number of difficult design compromises when longer e x cursions 

are required in high power drive units . It must exhibit high axial 

compliance while also being progressively resistive towards the 

extension extremes so as to avoid mechanical damage and at the 

same time be very stable normal to the axis so as to ensure 

good voice coil centering in small magnet gap clearances . ~ 
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The third source of distort ion is due principally to the 

inherently non-linear magnetic performance of steel. The 

alternating magnetic field created by the voice coil induces eddy 

currents into both the pole and front plate, adjacent to the coil, 

of the permanent magnet assembly. These eddy currents flow in 

such a way as to oppose the magnetic field producing them , (i.e . 

from the voice coil), and cancel out much of the self inductance . 

This mechanism is minimized in ATC bass and bass /mid drive 

units by the use of a new material , which has the un ique 

properties of high magnetic permeability and saturation as well 

as low electrical conductivity. We call it a super linear magnet 

material (SLMM) . With this material fitted to the pole and front 

plate adjacent to the voice coil the eddy currents are suppressed 

and the impedance (self inductance) increases . The result is that 

third harmonic distortion is reduced by between 12- ISdB. 

It is evident from experiment, that distortion caused by eddy 

currents in the magnet assembly, is worse in long gap than short 

gap magnets. 

In practice it will be ca reful drive unit magnet sy stem and 

suspension design that will most effect ively minimize non -linear 

distortion. 

Having said all of that. since the main use of loudspeakers 

is to listen to music and speech , both of which have comple x 

structures dominated by harmonically related tones, the 

presence of low order harmonic distortion is generally 

con sidered to be less audible and more tolerable than other 

forms of distortion . 

per fo rmance lo ud speakers 

6. Amplitude Intermodulatlon Distortion 

Amplitude intermodulation d istortion, however, is much more 

intrusive than harmonic disto r t ion due to th e products not being 

ha rmonically related to the original so und . 

A recent review of active and passive loudspeake r s at ATC 

confirmed that active loudspeakers, due to each drive unit 

amplifier operating only over a restricted frequency band , will 

have much lower amplifier borne amplitude intermodulation 

distortion than the same loudspeaker operated passively driven 

over the full audio frequency range, in fact, a full 20dB difference. 

7. Hysteresis Distortion 

The presence of hysteresis distortion implies that the system 

transfer characteristic is not always singlevalued for a given 

instantaneous input and will vary with both the change of 

direction and the level of the input and that it will therefore 

produce distortion that has a different phase to that produced 

by harmonic distortion. 

Hysteresis distortion , as much as it exists in loudspeaker 

suspension systems and heavily damped soft diaphragm 

assemblies , does not manifest itself as an intrusive distortion. It 

is certainly not particularly evident in other me asurements, for 

e xa mple, transient response, magnitude response or in harmonic 

distortion measurements . In fact, if care is taken over the choice 

of both diaphragm and suspension materials then they will largely 

have the characteristics of a simple damped spring and e xhibit 

negligible hysteresis . 



8. Dynamic Range 

The issue of dynamic range is a complex one and although 

it is primarily controlled by voice coil operating temperature 

and magnet total flux it must be considered along with the 

mechanical integrity and freedom from break-up of the diaphragm 

and suspension structure. There can be no doubt 

that system dynamic range significantly effects the clar ity of 

reproduced sound. Even quite simple combinations of 

instruments. for example a string quartet. will produce a 

maximum SPL well in excess of 100dB at 2m when starting 

from just audible pianissimo passages . 

A loudspeaker that has significant power compression will 

tend to sound dull and boomy and the high voice coil 

temperature and consequent resistance rise will effect the 

loading of the passive crossover and therefore also modify the 

magnitude response of the system. 

The dynamic range of direct radiating loudspeakers is in 

fact almost entirely determined by cost . Des igners do strive to 

produce more sensitive small systems through the use of very 

light diaphragm structures but the scope for maneuver is Ii mited 

if a correct balance between bas s and midrange magnitude 

response is to be achieved for a given diameter of drive unit . 

Furthermore . light diaphragm structures almost always have low 

internal damping and therefore a tendency to exhibit high 

Q resonances . 

To qualify in all respects as a high performance loudspeaker 

the requirements of dynamic range w ill for most designs be the 

la rgest compromise. A choice . which is made much more difficult 

as a consequence of the rapid developments in digital electronics 

ATe SCM 150A active monitors, Blackbird Studios, Nashville 

during the past decade . Digital recording mediums offer a huge 

dynamic range w ith a peak to average of typically 12-16dB which 

means that even the most modest loudspeaker wearing the tag 

"high performance" must be capable of continuous output of at 

least 94dB at I m while being driven from an amplifier of 100 

watts or more . 

9. Motional Impedance 

The complex motional impedance of a typical two or three 

way passive loudspeaker system must have a modulus of 

impedance which varies within defined limits. never falling below 

the voice coil resistance. A minimum impedance modulus which 

does fall below the voice coil resistance indicates a ringing filter 

in the passive crossover which will cause time domain distortion 

as well as presenting a difficult load for the driving amplifier, 
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Recording studio control rooms are a particular case in which 

loudspeakers must interface with the acoustic environment of a 

room to produce a neutral fidelity so that critical judgements 

can be made of live and recorded/reproduced sound quality. 

listeners appear to judge sound source quality and character 

largely despite the room response characteristics . This is clearly 

demonstrated by the easy recognition of a familiar voice in many 

different acoustic environments. Thus, it seems likely that the 

direct sound from the loudspeaker will play the most significant 

part in any judgement of sound quality. 

Loudspeaker anechoic performance can therefore be 

considered, in any listening room, to be more important than the 

room response . That is not to deny, however, that the room does 

have an effect, but not to the extent that the measurement might 

suggest. Nor does it pur into context the relative importance of 

the direct and reverberant sound. 

The Direct Sound 

The characteristics of the direct sound are defined by the 

loudspeaker performance. The magnitude part of the frequency 

response, the mainstay of most loudspeaker assessment for 

decades , is largely defined by the impulse response which is 

dominated by the low and high frequency roll off characteristics 

and by any resonant peaks and dips in the magnitude response. A 

high performance loudspeaker should have a magnitude response 

which is free from any peaks and dips and maintains a magnitude 

within +/- 2dB between 100Hz and 10KHz whilst having -6dB 

points at 60Hz or below and 15KHz or above . The roll-off 

characteristics at both ends of the magnitude response should be 

as Applied to Room Acoustics 
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smooth and of a slow rate. 

Fig.1 shows the arrival of the direct sound, followed by the 

early reflections and the reverberant field . 

The phase part of the frequency response is equally as 

important and should be of minimum phase and free from 

abrupt changes usually indicative of high Q resonances or 

uncompen-sated crossover filters . For a waveform to be 

reproduced accurately. all of the frequency components should 

be reproduced not only with the correct relative amplitudes but 

also with the correct relative phase . Significant changes in the 

relative phase of the components of a waveform will cause 

changes in timbre and the clarity of pitch . Furthermore, for 

transient or short duration sounds (common in music) we 

discriminate only between sounds in the relative phase of their 

frequency components and not in their relative magnitude . This is 



true for sounds w ith durat ions as small as 2-3ms , i.e . accru ing 

before the arrival at the listener's ear of early reflections, usually 

occurring between 5-80ms after the initial sound. Therefore, the 

room response has a minimal effect upon the subjective judge

ment of impulsive and short duration sounds. 

The direct sound from the loudspeaker should also be free 

from hig h Q or delayed resonance s and multiple arrivals of the 

same sound caused by reflections and lor diffraction (time domain 

distortion) as these effects add a hard claustrophobic 

colouration to the sound, masking ambient and low level detail. 

Fina lly, the dispersion (polar response) of a loudspeaker, 

particularly in the mid and high frequency region. should be as 

constant as is possible with frequency and of the order of +1- 80 

degrees . This will ensure that. if the li stening room is well 

designed , the reverberant field will be evenly excited with 

frequency and the room response . therefore, will be as uniform 

as possible . 

Fig.2 shows the re lationship between driver diameter. 

frequency and directiv ity. In order for a loudspeaker to have 

broad and even dispersion. the drive unit utilized for each 

frequency band should only operate up to the frequency limits 

shown by the curved line ka=2 . 

All ATe loudspeakers are designed to achieve this . 

The Room Response 

In all listening rooms reflected sound is always present and 

will . to some extent. influence the perception of sound quality. 

The listener. however. will first hear the direct sound followed .. 
quickly by early reflections (typically 5-80ms later) and then by 
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the diffuse and modal regions of the room response (see Fig.I) . 

By definition. the room response is the sum of its natural 

resonant frequencies. At mid and high frequencies all modes 

overlap producing high modal density and consequently the 

response is diffuse and uniform . At low frequen Cies however. the 

modal density is low, but due to the magnitude and slow decay 

of the predominately axial room modes. frequency response 

fluctuations. particularly suck-outs. can exceed 40dB . Discrete 

standing waves can occur in typical listening room s up to 400Hz 

and increasing acoustic absorption is the only successful means 

of providing better measured results . In fact . although low 

frequency absorption is very difficult to implement the aim 

should be for acoustic absorption to be uniform with frequency 

and for the Q of any discrete room resonances to be less than 

0 .6. Individual room resonances will then be undetectable . The 
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RT should then be uniform over the broadest possible frequency 

band and a source of direct sound, as described above, will 

ensure the best possible room response. 

The Application of Digital Signal Processing to 

Equalization of Room Response 

There will always be significant limitations in the combined 

performance of room and loudspeaker if DSP compensation is 

applied ro the room response which involves modification of the 

direct sound from the loudspeaker. Any system of room response 

compensation, regardless of its complexity, by the method of 

pre -convolution of one or more loudspeaker signals 

(i .e . modifying the direct sound) with some pre-defined inverse 

response, cannot guarantee a region of equalization , within the 

listening area, greater than half a wavelength from the measuring 

point. This suggests that the use of DSP room equalization, if 

used at all, should be limited in application to the low frequency 

room mode region where the equalized area will be functionally 

large enough ro be practical for the listener. 

A more effective solution can be implemented using 

conventional passive room treatment or even active low 

frequency absorbers within the listening room and, if correctly 

placed, will improve the low frequency performance, particularly 

with regard to suck-ours. 

Equalization of suck-outs in the low frequency region of the 

room response will then only be limited by the performance of 

the passive absorption, the room dimensions and the dynamic 

range of the elecrronics and loudspeaker that make up the active 

as Applied to Room Acoustics 

absorber. However, just equalizing the low frequency region of 

the room response using an active absorber does leave a decay 

lacking in low frequency spectral content, which maybe as 

undesirable from a psycho-acoustic point of view, as the 

fluctuations in room response before equalization. 

In summary, as discussed earlier, since most critical 

judgements are made from the direct sound , no room response 

equalization that involves modification of the anechoic response 

of the loudspeaker can ever be acceptable in a critical listening 

environment. At besr , active absorbers could be used in 

conjunction with low frequency room treatment . 

Therefore, the applicat ion of DSP ro room response 

equalization will always be inferior ro a room correcrly designed 

in the first place or one later modified using passive or active 

absorbers. Even given this, the single most important facror in 

this complex equation is the use of correctly designed and 

manufactured loudspeakers displaying the characteristics 

discussed earlier. 

In this respecr ATe have no equal. 
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T he benefits of Active over Passive loudspeaker systems 

The performance benefits of active over passive loudspeakers is 

substantial. Even a system, which incorporates the best available 

stand-alone power amplifier. will never achieve the performance 

of a similar active system. There are very good engineering 

reasons why this is true and the following brief will introduce 

some of the issues . 

ATe's; ]SQW Tri-Amplifjer 

Far right (main picture): ATe fully discrete Tri-Amplifier 

I. The magnitude of the frequency response of both active 

and passive loudspeakers can be controlled , with good ciesign, to 

be within I dB of one another. However, the phase component of 

the frequency response will always be better in an active system. 

The active filters produce better filter roll-off characteristics at 

crossover. Combine this with the inclusion of a variable all-pass 

filter at each crossover point to correct the phase response of 

the drive units through the crossover regions and the result is 

a loudspeaker with much better group delay characteristics. 

The benefit to the listener will be improved polar response and 

therefore radiated power response. Such an active loudspeaker 

will, therefore, have a large stable sound field with stable imaging 

and source location not possible with a passive loudspeaker. 

2. A passive crossover will only operate correctly into the 

load impedance of a particular loudspeaker drive unit. However. 

the impedance of a loudspeaker drive unit will change with the 

amount of power input. This is because loudspeakers are very 

inefficient and most of the input power is dissipated as heat in 

the voice coil. As a result the temperature of the voice coil will 

rise and, because copper has a positive temperature coefficient 

of resistance, the impedance of the loudspeaker drive unit will 

rise . The result will be frequency response errors as the filters 

move from their designed response with 

increased input power. This effect does 

not occur in active loudspeakers where 

the filter response is maintained 

independent of input power to the 

loudspeaker. 



3. Because the amplifiers in an active loudspeaker system 

are only required to operate over reduced frequency bands the 

intermodulation distortion products present in a passive system 

will be dramatically reduced. by typically 20dB. in an 

active system. 

4. In an active system the absence of a passive crossover and 

long cable runs together with a known amplifier damping factor 

prevents the modification of the loudspeaker drive unit "Q" 

ensuring better controlled low frequency performance . 

5. For a give n amount of amplifier power an active loud

speaker can be expected to produce app roximately 6dB more 

level than the equivalent passive system . Furthermore. powers 

may be more optimally specified in an active system . A tweeter. 

for example . requires much less power than a woofer to produce 

a balanced system performance. 



The effect of Hystereds.The non-linearity of this 

magnetic mechanism results in a distortion of the 

input signal which is audible as colouration 

Sup er L i ne ar Mag net T e ch nology 

Since the invention of the moving coil loud s peaker, designe r s 

have been looking for ways of improving the sonic performance 

of their systems . No-one has put more emphasis on this than 

ATe, and with the development of the Super Linear magnet 

system, one of the longest standing obstacles to audio 

engineering perfection has been removed . 

The detrimental effects of magnetic hy steresis have been 

known for many years, but it has taken a combinat ion of timing, 

with the right material coming to the market , and ATC's 

engineering abilities to bring the technology into loudspeakers . 

Hysteresis 

The magnetic perfo r mance of steel is inherently non-linear. 

From work first published back in the '30s (mainly concerning 

transformers and rotating mac hines) hysteresis has been known 

to be at the root of the problem , with the induction of eddy 

currents a compounding factor. 

Although much work has been 

published in the field of 

hysteresis distortion in loud

speakers , the work has never 

before seen a production 

transducer which obviates the 

distortion mechanism . ATe has 

finally cracked this nut w ith the 

help of a new material, which has 

the unique properties of high 

magnetic permeab ility and saturation level and low electrical 

conductivity. We call it Super Linear Magnetic Material (SLMM) . 

The effect of Hysteres is . The non-linearity of this magnetic 

mechanism results in a distortion of the input signal which is 

audible as colouration. 

Super Linear 

All ATe loudspeaker systems are now equipped with Super 

Linear technology. Thi s is in the form of rings of SLMM which 

replace the steel regions concentric with the voice co il. The 

effect of the rings is to reduce the third harmonic distortion by 

10-1 SdB between 100Hz and 3kHz. This makes for distortion 

comparable with most electronics. 

Theory 

Ex periments were performed on a blocked voice co il with 

the magnet left un- e nergised, It could be thought of as a cored 

inductor, A current was passed through the coil and second and 

third harmonic distortion components were measured , 

Mathematical analysis , in conjunction with the experiments , has 

revealed some surprising answers to the question of why 

replacing the steel regions with SLMM has such a dramatic effect 

on the distortion , 

Firstly, the 

magnetic field in 

the regions 

concentric with 

the coil is reduced 

by a facto r of 

around 10%, This 

is interesting 

because, within 

a non-conducting 

material , one would intuitively e x pect the magn e tic field to be 

much lower, as the current density has to be lower, Not so in 

this case , The field is maintained by the steel pole and front 

plate , 

Secondly, the presence of the SLM M increa ses the self

"' lOt) 1000 

Frequency (Hz) 

100(1) 

Frequency response and third harmonic distortion In 

the acoustic output of the S875-150 bass-mid drive r 



SLMM rings shown here In green 

inductance of the voice coil. When eddy currents are allowed to 

circulate in the system , they oppose the magnetic field producing 

them (ie. that from the coil) and 'cancel out' much of the self

inductance. W ith the SLMM in place eddy currents are 

suppressed and the self-inductance (ie . the impedance) goes up. 

Thirdly, whilst the impedance , and therefore the fundamental 

voltage across a blocked coil goes up when the rings are fitted, 

the harmonic components, that are induced back into the voice 

coil , stay the same . This is because they are dependent only on 

magnetic field, which as we have seen, does not change very 

much .The net effect is a rise in the signal/distortion ratio . 

The 'Bottom Line' 

Two important issues result from this development in 

transducer technology. 

Aural benefits 

Most importantly, we have achieved a significant improvement 

in sound quality. Reducing the level of distortion by such a 

dramatic amount has revealed another layer of information to the 

listener. Ambient sounds and low level effects that were 

previously masked are now clearly aud ible and provide an 

enhanced sense of realism . The articulation of male vocals is 

markedly improved and piano reproduction is given a new lease 

of life. 

Scientific benefits 

The difficulties in solving non-linear field problems have 

constrained past research efforts to semi-empirical numerical 

approaches, and no-one has really been able to analytically 

pin-point the mechanism by which the distortion was entering 

the voice coil current. The complexity of the mechanism and the 

A simulation of the magnetic field (Hz) 

within the pole of the 5875·150 Super
Hz Linear driver. In the cylindrical geometry 

used for the model, the z~directlon is 

along the axis of the loudspeaker and the 

r·directlon Is along the radius of the 

polelfrontplate. The magnetic field does 

not change with the azimuth angle, so this 

direction is ignored. It is clear from the 

figure how the SLMM affects the magneticz r 
field distribution, and this information 

allows for the calculation of the harmonic 

distortion induced in the voice coil, after 

mathematically subjecting the magnetisatlon to a non-linear relationship (which represents the 

hysteresis within the pole and frontplate 

diversity of contributing phenomena explain why it has taken the 

industry so long to solve this particular distortion. 

Conclusion 

The introduction of Super Linear technology has heralded 

probably the most important development in transducer design 

for the past fifteen years . It has been a practical success in that 

transducers incorporating the technology are in use across the 

whole range of ATC systems , and the improvements in sound 

quality are not subtle. Furthermore, ATC has analysed and 

succeeded in defining the complex non-linear electromagnetic 

mechanisms within the transducers. This work should pave the 

way for a new generation of transducer technology. 
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